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The beach-head established by the Fifth Army south of Rome is three months old

to-day. There have been critics who argue that this is a ripe old ago to remain in

a beach-head state, but, as the only war correspondent who has remained here throughout

its twelve weeks existence, I think it provides an excellent opportunity to review what

has been accomplished by its establishment.

Against tfc® seventy square miles that the Allies hold to-day there face us many

thousands of German troops, While this number is less then it was six weeks ago, when

great efforts \ ore being made to liquidate the position, the number of Divisions South

of Rome remains the same. The landing at Anzio has resulted in forces being brought

into Italy from Prance and from the Balkans, and there is no doubt that it has kept

ten Divisions out of Prance, including such forces as the Herman Goring Division and

such well tried Divisions as the tweny-ninth and the twenty-sixth.

Von Mackensen, who commands the army operating against the beach-head, has a

considerable artillery force, which fires an average of two thousand rounds daily into

the 'beach-head. The shells vary from the 88 mm to the 280 ran, weighing nearly.a quarter
of a ton.

Despite this great shelling, its damage has been extremely small, and how well

protected troops car make themselves against such bombardment is exemplified by the

fact, after the German guns had fired three thousand rounds on to one of our battery

positions, the effect of such huge an expenditure of ammunition was one man killed,

seven wounded and two guns out of action for twenty-four hours. This may appear to

apply in the same way to our artillery fire, which is .normally nearly ten times as

great as that of the enemy, but as against this the Allies have advantages of aerial

observation posts that the Germans dare not use against the beach-head, while on our

side greater developments have been made with sound and flash spotting technique than

in the enemy !
s ranks. The high ground of the Alban Hills has provided long-range

observation and towers at Littoria enabled the German artillery men to correct their

fire. The three towers which stood in this show settlement of Mussolini 's, however,

have in turn fallen victim to our artillery. Around the thirty-mile perimeter of

the beach-head also by day there drifts a smoke-screen which has done much to restrict

observation. To support his artillery there is good reason to believe that the enemy has

has been using tanks and self-propelled guns, moving them up to his most f orward

position under cover of darkness. /People



People who should know tell me that the troops against us cannot be compared with

the type of man that faced General Montgomery at El Alamein, although they did not

wish to infer that they did not fight very hard. Some of the enemy*s tactics in action

against our perimeter defences, however, shewed a lack of leadership, and it was

their belief that there was in the German army in Italy a shortage of good Staff

Officers at divisional and brigade levels,

I have dealti with the part that the beachhead has ployed in keeping troops from

other fronts, and in this category must be classed the large number of Germans that

have been killed here and the large number token prisoner - 3,889 prisoners have

passed through the stockades.

From Anzio and Nettuno and the surrounding neighbourhood the Allied Military

Authorities hove now cleared out oil civilians, or nearly all, for of 20,000 population

only 1,000 remain*

From figures that I have seen, it would be but a conservative estimate to allow

that two hundred of these tanks or self-propelled guns have been knocked out. Our

own artillery, which within the short interior lines of the beachhead can be easily

switched to cover any threat, has met with great success, and the last big attack

mode by the enemy at the beginning of last month was broken up and routed almost

entirely by the manner in which the artillery was used.

Since the landing the enemy has thrown in many air attacks, varying in intensity

from three or four to fifty planes. As 1 write this, the number of raids approaches

300; actually it is 277, and the total number of planes involved in this effort has

been over 2,470. While I have not the figures of those brought down by the air

forces, the anti-aircraft gunners have destroyed 176 and probably destroyed on

additional 117* It is believed by many that the Anzio anti-aircraft defences are

the best in the world, while the fighter cover works in the closes harmony both

during the day and by night.

In this shell-torn area, which I have mode ray home since January 22, an area

without water supply, artificial lighting or any of those amenities accepted as

normal in a well-ordered community, there is nevertheless among the men here a great

spirit, and everywhere one feels reflected the 'words of the Commander here who told

me to-day that we are in a very much healthier condition to-day than we hove been

any time since "D" day.
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